Yum! Brands, Whole Foods Address Peoples' Health, DisconƟnue Toxic BPA
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Yum! Brands (NYSE: YUM) (owner of KFC, Pizza Hut, and Taco Bell) and Whole Foods (Nasdaq: WFM) are discon nuing
the use of cash register receipt paper made with the toxic chemical bisphenol A (BPA).
BPA has made headlines recently as scien sts, health experts, and consumers press for a federal ban on food packaging
made with the endocrine disrup ve chemical that acts like a synthe c estrogen, shown to leach readily into infant formula, beverages, and canned food.
Beverage giant Coca-Cola (NYSE: KO) recently received a en on for refusing to address investor concern on this issue.
BPA exposure has been linked to breast and prostate cancer, infer lity, learning disabili es, and a host of other health
risks.
Yum! was near the conclusion of a previously established process of transi oning to a non-BPA receipt paper at all U.S.
restaurants when it was first approached by the shareholder advocacy group As You Sow. Upon learning of Yum!'s acon, As You Sow withdrew a proposed proxy resolu on that asked Yum! to reform its chemical policy.
"We are glad to see that major companies are concerned about toxic chemical exposure and are willing to take ac on
to protect the health of their workers and customers," Andrew Behar, CEO of As You Sow, said. "We look forward to
con nued conversa ons with Yum! and other companies that are using the precau onary principle and are commi ed
to making changes to their products and prac ces when science shows there is a problem."
A 2010 ar cle in AnalyƟcal and BioanalyƟcal Chemistry, "Transfer of bisphenol A from thermal printer paper to the
skin," outlined that out of 13 thermal prin ng papers analyzed, 11 contained BPA. When taking hold of a receipt, BPA
was transferred to the forefinger and the middle finger if the skin was rather dry, and wet or greasy fingers absorbed
about 10 mes more. Considering that Yum! is the global leader of the chicken, pizza, and Mexican-style fast food industries, this paper was exposing consumers to a whole new set of health risks prior to the phase out of the BPA-laden
receipt paper, As You Sow said.
"Most Americans are unaware that they are regularly exposed to BPA simply from holding cash register receipts," says
Michael Passoﬀ, Senior Strategist with As You Sow. "BPA transfers easily to our skin and then through our pores into
the body. Many companies con nue to ignore the current science around this toxic chemical exposure and consumers
are unknowingly exposed to these toxic threats every day."
French and Swiss studies show that BPA passes through the skin. A study of pregnant women by Harvard showed that
cashiers had the highest levels of BPA.
Yum! Brands and Whole Food have confirmed that they no longer purchase BPA cash register receipt paper. Yum! is in
the process of deple ng the system of previously purchased BPA receipt paper and inventory at distribu on facili es;
Whole Foods has been using non-BPA register paper at U.S. and Canadian stores since the fall or 2010.
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